simple style
The intensity of the final
effect depends on how
much paint you apply and
whether you rub it over
with a dry paintbrush
or a soft cloth

It’s a
whitewash!
Horizontal surfaces have a huge visual
impact. Use whitewashed timber to
create a practical working surface that
adds loads of character to your kitchen

Macrocarpa is one of the
most naturally durable exotic
softwoods grown in New Zealand.
You can make tabletops with it
using solid or laminated slabs,
made by joining several pieces of
wood together for a surface that
is less inclined to warp
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O

ne Saturday a few years ago, we decided to give
our scrubbed macrocarpa kitchen table a new look
by whitewashing it. The solid slab tabletop made
it fairly heavy, so the biggest challenge was carrying it
outside. But once that was achieved, a quick sand and a
light wash of paint later, the table was transformed. The
paint shade we used was Resene Bianca, watered down
to half strength.
Once the table was dry, a coat of clear sealer protected
the paint effect and created a practical, wipeable surface.
We loved the table’s new white-painted, rather than
brown timber, look. After we’d lugged it back inside, what
was striking was just how much brighter it made the
kitchen seem.

More than one
friend later commented
that the room felt lighter and
airier, but they couldn’t quite
identify what had changed.
Whitewashing is an ideal
paint treatment for wood
surfaces, as you retain the
character of the wood grain,
without having to embrace a fullon wood tone. It’s also very forgiving
of knocks and dings, with
any imperfections just adding a little more
character. This makes it ideally suited to an
occasionally chaotic kitchen such as ours.
You can use a stain, such as Resene Colorwood
tinted in a colour of your choice (see below) or Resene
Colorwood Whitewash. For a more painterly effect, use
Resene Lustacryl waterborne enamel, watered down a
little. The final look depends on how much paint you apply
and whether you rub it over with a dry paintbrush, or a soft
cloth or old sock. To get the effect you want, try working on a
small area at a time, feathering the edges so you can blend the
entire surface treatment together. Whitewashing is easy, and
the beauty of it is you can experiment – and if you feel inclined,
sand surfaces back and re-do it whenever you feel like a
change of shade.
Our kitchen has been a slow work-in-progress over the
last few years. But now that we’ve finally got new cabinets,
we decided to again use whitewashed macrocarpa for the
benchtops. This time we’re using the shade Resene Black White,
from the Resene Whites & Neutrals range.
Unlike more conventional benchtops made from particle
board, compressed plastic or imported marble,
I like that the timber of our benchtop grew
in a paddock somewhere in the New
Zealand countryside, and that it was
milled at a sawmill only about 40
kilometres from town. I also like that
as a laminated 40mm thick slab, it’s
a solid working surface that’s going
to last a good long while!

Cupressus macrocarpa is a species
of cypress native to California.
Large spreading macrocarpa is
a common sight in the New
Zealand countryside, in
paddocks as shelter trees
for animals or planted
alongside homesteads
and farm buildings.
Macrocarpa is more
tolerant of wind and
salt spray than radiata
pine, making it wellsuited to coastal areas

Resene Colorwood wood stain can be used
to achieve a pearly whitewashed effect on
a range of timber wall surfaces – here is an
example in the shade Resene Rock Salt. This
product is Environmental-Choice approved, lowodour and low in VOC, compared to solvent
-borne interior stains and polyurethanes
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You will need
• Timber surface, sanded smooth
• Gloves, soft cloth or old sock
• Various paint brushes
• 1 litre of waterborne Resene Lustacryl semi-gloss
waterborne enamel in a colour of your choice.
We used Resene Black White from the Resene
Whites & Neutrals chart
Sealer options to choose from:
• Resene Aquaclear Waterborne Urethane Varnish
satin is an Environmental Choice-approved
waterborne alternative. It’s easy to apply, dries
clear and creates a sealed workable surface
• For a really hardwearing surface use Resene
Qristal Clear Polyurethane Poly-Flat. (Be aware
that it dries wth a slight yellow tinge, and as a turps
-thinned product, it’s rather smelly to apply!)

Step 1 Ensure your timber surface
is clean and smooth.
Step 2 Lightly paint one area using
a little paint and fast-sweeping strokes
following the line of the wood grain.
Feather the paint edges, so when you
move to the next area you can blend
the paint together smoothly.
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Step 3 Rub over the painted area
using a dry paintbrush, an old sock
over your hand or a damp cloth for
a softer, more even effect. Work fast
over the surface as the paint will soak

in quickly. If one part has too much paint,
remove some of it using a pot-scouring
cloth and a little water. Once you have
achieved the effect you want, move to
the next unpainted area.

Step 4 Once the surface is fully dry,
apply several coats of your chosen sealer,
per the product instructions.

Call 0800 RESENE (737 363)
visit www.resene.co.nz or
email advice@resene.co.nz

